Introduction
In the previous papers [4(c) , (d) 
Then it follows from (1.2) that (1.4) 1 (wh) = ~(w) ~(h) (h e H'~, w e W G (H~)). where 1, and On denote the identity matrix and the zero matrix of order n respectively. The group Sp(n, R) or Sp(n, C) is defined respectively as the group of real or complex matrices of order 2n satisfying (2.2) tgHng=Hn,
where tg denotes the transposed matrix of g. We study the real form Sp(n, R) of Sp(n, C).
But, for later conveniences, we always treat in this paper the following group isomorphic to Sp(n, R): 
Then the set of real positive roots SROjkl) is given by (2.8) An imaginary root a is called compact or singular if its root vector Xa belongs to 1c or pc respectively.
Denote by P0('1) and SI(I5k,l) the sets of positive compact or singular imaginary roots respectively.
Then they are respectively given as PROOF. This follows easily from the structure of WG(Hk,l) given above.
Q. E. D.
2.6. The set of real roots aeSR (5) such that a(h)>0 for heHj'1 is given as (2. 11) for any c in (1); for any a in (2); for any a in (3).
The proof of this lemma is omitted here. The order<in Car (G) is by definition the direct translation of that in Car (g). For later conveniences, we illustrate it for G= G5~Sp(5, R), rep resenting [Hk,l] by the point (l, k+l). Then we get Ad (g)=)2,1-1 with 1j=t)k,l, and Hk~a4H+2,a-1. Let DeS(15). Here we denote by a(D) the left invariant differential operator on H~ corresponding canonically to D. We use the co-ordinates on Hk,l given by (2.9) and those on Hk+2,l-1 given analogously. Put on Hk+2,l-1, where R=v18 with v=Ad (g)I~j=tjk", and a/a°=i-la/aijr. Let us now determine weW (2, in (1.18) or the unique element satisfying and let X be the element in ~k+2,1-1 with these co-ordinates. Then
On the other hand, we see that PO5a)° is given as follows: put
In other words, we get P05«)V with j=', P(1j a)=P(lj)va, from P(15k1) by making the following replacements in the co-ordinates (2.6) in [)k,l: (4.9)
Thus we see that (4.8) gives the co-ordinates of w-1X, and so the permuta tion in the right hand side of (4.8) gives the element w-1eW (2, . Hence (4.10) sgn (w)=1. In the general case of n, consider an isomorphism ~z5 of gl into gn given as follows.
For This means that P(tja)v is obtained from P(5) with =~k" by making the fol lowing replacements in the co-ordinates (2.6) in t)k:
Quite analogously as for Case (1), the permutation in the right hand side of (4.18) gives the element w-1 e W(f)r1'L) Hence and denote by X the element in lkl+1 with these co-ordinates, then
On the other hand, we see that P(la)y is given as follows: put The difference is that the subsets 2La(1H~" and ~~(1 H~"+1 are given by o'=0 and 01}1=rri(i=4/TI) respectively. Thus we see that the equations (1.20) corresponding to H,1a--'~H~1+1 are given as in the co-ordinates xs=b3 (1_??_s_??_n) of X in (5.2) for (k, l)=(n, 0). Any regular character of Hn,0 is given by Hn,0exp XeA(wX) for some such A and weWG(~j"°)~C~n. On the other hand, since 2-1 (dim G-dim K)=n(n+1)/2, we see from (1.24) that ar is given as ~r=7A_(--1)n(n+1)/2~(A)eA for some A. Note that (5.9) then we see from (1.22) Note that ~2 and so k0,0j for j=2, 0 take apparently different forms according as v1v2=1 or -1. The cases where v1v2=1 correspond to the holomorphic discrete series and their contragradient ones (the latters are holomorphic with respect to another complex structure on G/K).
6.3. The group G3~Sp(3, R). A complete system of representatives of Car0 (G) is given by{ H 3,0; H1'1; H2 ,01, H2,00; H0,11, H0,10; H1,02, H1,01, H1,00, H0,03, H0,02,H0,01, H0,00}. Thus the above equality gives a partition of Qn. For brevity, we denote the collection (A, B, C, Q, P, r, s) simply by fit.
In the above convention, we understand that x(or, os; Ar, As) denotes x(or; A) when s denotes 0, and it denotes 1 When both r and s denote 0. As will be seen later, this convention causes no ambiguity.
Denote by B. C the following ordered set of integers corresponding to B and C:
Moreover we denote by (7.10) the sign of the permutation of Qn given by arranging A, B. C, P. Q, r and s in this order.
We also prepare two ordered sets U, V of different integers satisfying the following conditions: (7.11) U=(u1, u2, •c, uJ+I) V= ( We prepare two symbols w and x. The former denotes an integer when j=2J+1 and 0 when j=2J respectively, and the latter denotes an integer when m-j=2I+1 and 0 when m-j=2I respectively. We assume the fol lowing condition: •; v1l1, v2l2, •c, vklk) and ~2(• ; v1l1, v2l2) by k (•E; l1, l2,•c, lk; v1, v2,•c, vk) and C2(; l1, l2; v1, v2) to prove that the system of functions {kk,lj} given by the formula (7.14) satisfies the conditions (T), (I), (II) and (III) in Theorem 4.
8.1. The condition (T). Since kk,lj is an integral linear combination of B (t, U)'s in (7.15), it is sufficient for the condition (T) to prove that every B (~C,U) is bounded on F+cH".
First consider the factor D=~2(Ok+22 _l,ok+22; A,,2). Recall that 0k+22.1 =e9, Ok+22=ezz-°2, ~s=vsls , and moreover that v1>0 on F+, and lbi>lci>0 because bi<ci by (7.5). Then we get from (6.2) that where the sums are taken over '2C=(A, B, C, P, Q, r, s) and 1I=(U, V, w, x) respectively just as for (7.14). Then by Lemma 8.1 above, we get (8.4) Therefore, in order to prove that kk,lj and kk+2,l-1j satisfy the equations (4.11), (4.12), it is sufficient to see that the following equality holds:
(8 Let us prove this equality. For any 2C=(A, B, C, P, Q, r, s) satisfying (7.3)-(7.8), we put
where bp, indicates that bp is absent. Then Note that we put e=1 for Case (2+), and e=-1 for Case (2-) in the next subsection. Now we must treat the two cases j=2J+1, j=2J separately.
(1) The case j=2J+1. In this case the symbol r and w both denote. integers. Put j=k+2l+j, then ~,=et'. Devide the sum over 1I=(U, V, w, x) in (7.14) into two parts: the one for which w=j and the other for which w<j (in the latter, vJ=j by (7.12) and (7.13)). Corresponding to these twos parts, we put (8.12) (8.13) and then put (8.14) where I denotes (A, B, C, P, Q, r, s) as before. When m-j=2I+1, the symbols s and x both denote integers. Arrange the elements in Q as d1<d2<d3<d4 and put D=(d1, d2, d3, d4). Then (8.17) where (ƒÊ1, ƒÊ2, ƒÊ3, ƒÊ4)=(ld1, ld2, ld3, ld4) and the sum runs over all (pJ, qJ, r, s) such that Since vJ=j, we may exchange the rolls of uJ and w mutually under the conditions (7.14)-(7.16).
The partial sum in (8.16) or that in (8.17) over (uJ, w)=(a, 8), (j', a) is equal to zero in respective cases.
Thus we get the equality in the lemma in both cases.
Q. E. D. By this lemma, the term C2 in (8.14) disappears. and let h'eHt'i~ be the element with the co-ordinates o'. We wish to prove the equality (8.20) Then as in the Case (1), the equalities (8.18), (8.20) imply that the equations (4.21), (4.22) are satisfied in the case j=2J+1(in this case (-1)j-1=1). Let us prove (8.20) . Fix B, C, P, Q and s, and put Q=AU{r}. Then Q is a fixed subset of Qn. Let A'=(ai, a2, ..., a'k+l) be the ordered set of ele ments in Q such that ai<a2< ...<ak+~. Then summing up over all possible (A, r), we get (8.21) When m-j=2I and so s denotes 0, this equality is sufficient to prove (8.20). When m j=2I+1 and so s denotes an integer, we need one more equality obtained as follows. Fix B, C, P, Q and r, and put Q=AU{s}. Let A' be as above, then the analogous equality as (8.21) holds for the sum over (A, s)'s. Now taking into account the equality (8.22) and the similar one as (8.10), we see from the above arguments that is always equal to kk+1,lj-13 irrespective of the parity of m-j. Thus the equality is now proved.
(2) The case j=2J.
In this case, the symbols r and w denote 0, and vJ=j always. We define anew a function i only by replacing in (7.14) b2 (o, o,, =o where the first sum runs over all possible (A, pJ, qJ) such that AU{pJ, qJ} =Q, and the second one runs over all (A', r') satisfying (8.25) and A'U{r'} =Q. We see from this equality that (8.24) holds when m-j=2I. The case m-j=2I+1 can be treated similarly. Note that in this case the symbol s denote an integer, and so we must use further the following equality:
Thus we proved the equality (8.24) irrespective of the parity of m-j. Therefore the condition (III) is now proved completely in the Case (2+).
8.6. The condition (III), Case (2-). The equations (4.23) correspond ing to H -*H',' can be studied quite analogously as the Case (2+) in the preceeding subsection. Here we must employ (a/ask+l),i instead of (a/a4k+1>a, and apply Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3 for ~=-1. The detailed calcula tions are omitted here. (a) (ui, vi)=(p, p+1) (j9) vi=p, vi'=p+1; (r) vi=p, ui'=p+1; (r') vi=p+1, ui'=p; (a) ui=p, ui'=p+1; (a') ui=p-1, ui'=p; and moreover when j=2J+1, (~) vi=p, w=p+1; (E') vi=p+1, w=p; (c) ui=p, w=p+1; (~S') ui=p+1, w=p. Let us now consider the case (R). In this case, i'=i+1 because of (7.12). Therefore we see easily that we may exchange ui, ui+1 under the conditions (7.11)-(7.13) (all other elements in (U, V, w, x) are left unchanged).
The condition (III), Case (3+
Consider the following term in the sum in (7.14):
(8.27)
Then the sum of two such terms corresponding to the above exchange of ui, ui+1 is symmetric in (tp, tp+1), and so is equal to zero modulo symmetric functions.
Next consider the cases (r) and (r').
Then both (r) and (r') exist at the same time when all other elements than vi, ui are fixed in U. This means that we can exchange vi, ui' in this situation under the conditions (7.11) -(7.13). Thus the sum of (8.27) corresponding to (r) and (r') is symmetric in. (tp, tp+1) and so equal to zero modulo symmetric functions. The cases (o) and (o') etc. are similar as above.
So we need not take into account them here and then there rests only the case (4).
Let us consider the case (a). We replace in the summands in (7.14) corresponding to this case, where Rk,l, Sk,l and Tk,lj are given above.
Note that when y=n, the second terms in Ski and Tk,lj disappear, and the latter can be expressed by a single determinant of order n.
The proof of this theorem can be given quite analogously as for Theo rem 6. If we start from the formula (7.14), the essential part of the calcu lation is to deduce from (7.14) the expression of k0,0n by means of R0,0 and T0,0n (for k0,0n, S0,0=0). The details of the proof are omitted here because they are not difficult but complicated.
As is suggested by this theorem, in the rested cases of v, the formula (7.14) of kk,lj can not be reduced to more simple form.
Note. When v2i-1=1 and v2i=-1 for any i, there appears the number 2n or -2n in the coefficients of exp {wA(log h)} in k0,0n for some w e W(5°'°). We wonder whether all coefficients in kkk,lj are bounded by 2n or not in ab solute values.
